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Abstract 
The technico-tactical preparation of the young players with the age of 13-14 years will be 
oriented in the view of the improvement and the perfection of each play element in part, 
in time what the strictly speaking game will  especially serve as mean of combination of 
these elements in very precise proportions. The purpose of this research consists in the 
improvement of the methodology for work, in the frame of the hours of training at the 
groups of young footballers. So, we want to check up if we will assign a more great 
number of minutes for the technical preparation in the frame of the trainings, we will 
succeed to consolidate certain technical proceedings of base which are specifically. 
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1. Introduction              
The present research has as hypothesis the assumption that if we will administer a programme of 
training which has as objectiv the developmnet of the ability (of the coordinative capacities), it will 
significantly improve the technical level of the subjects. Concerning to the achievement of the 
objectives for this research, we use some methods: the experiment, the statistical methods and the 
graphical and tabelar method. In the Section 2, we apply the „t” test for to reflect if there is or there 
is not a significant diference between the experimental team and witness team from the point of 
view of the average levels concerning the exercices of coordination. The Section 3 reflects the 
growth of the sporting performance as following of the optimization concerning the 
methodological strategies of the development for the coordinative qualities.          
 
The state of the art in this domain is reflected by Mircea Rădulescu who established that there are 
necessary the next exercices for to develop the coordinative qualities: exercices of thinking, 
exercices of coordination, exercices of balance and exercices of suplece [9]. The conclusions of the 
paper appear in the Section 4.    
 
2. The reflection of the statistical calculation over the specific tests for coordination   
For this experiment we selected 18 youngers at Regional Selection Galaţi (the experimental batch) 
borned in 1996. The players participated at 5 sittings of training on week and they were selected as 
beneficiaries of the programme of preparation which it was administered and it was aimed at the 
development of the technic.  
 
Also, we tested and 18 youngers at F.C. Oţelul Galaţi (the witness batch) winners of Hagi-Danone 
Cup. The players of the witness batch were participated at the normal programme of preparation 
of them team. The experimental batch was submited of the programme of special training, with 
specific methods and means of the development for the coordinative capacities. The 16 subjects 
were initial tested in august 2009 and final in june 2010. In the period between tests the players 
participated at a corresponding programme of training for the preparation, precompetitional and Annals of “Dunarea de Jos” University of Galati  
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competitional periods. The experiment was in the period august 2009 - june 2010 at Galaţi, where 
the selectionated players were required at two weekly trainings. 
We achive the next measurements: the waist, the weight, the speed at 30 m, the jump in length. 
Concerning the trial “speed at 30 m”, this it accomplished on the race of the field, with start from 
legs and  chronometer at movement. The footballers accomplished two tests and it registered the 
best time. 
 
With view at the test “the jump in length”, this it achived on a plane and unslippery surface. We 
offered two trials and we noted on the best. For to view in which measure the players can to 
consolidate and to perfect some technical proceedings which are specifically of the attack from the 
game of footballe we proposed and experimented the next exercices: 
1.  Dribling through stakes followed by shot at goal 
- the players there is at 30 m by goal drives the ball in speed through 5 stakes placed 
from 3 in 3 metres, while around the surface of penalty he executed strong shot at goal. 
The exercice it repeats by each subject of 10 times. It means the number of shots achieved 
on the space of the goal. 
2.  Shot at goal (statical ball) 
- the exercice consists in the execution of 10 shots at goal on the distance of 16m. It 
considers successful the shots in which the ball is shoted with the full shoe lace and it 
exceeds the line of the goal in air. 
3.  The shot at goal from to centre 
- the player there is at 16m by goal, gets on low, 5 centrations from right and 5 
centrations from left, from the lateral side of the careu of 16 m. He has the load to shot 
the ball from a only touching from the side of 11 m, to score goal and to return on 16 m 
and to repeat the exercice. 
           4.    To maintain the ball in air time of 1 minute 
                  - In this sense, we must to count how many times it was shoted successively the ball, 
with  anything side of the body (without the hands), time of 1 minute. 
     




The year of the 
birth 







The jump in 
length 
Skilful leg 
1 D.  F.  1996  Found-back  172  64  5,10  225  Left 
2 N.  Ş. 1996  Found-back  170  55 5,30  205  Right 
3 C.  D.  1996  Found-back  166  52  5,20  200  Right 
4 A.  G.  1996  Found-back  175 56  4,70  215  Right 
5 D.  M.  1996  Found-back  160  48  4,90  220  Left 
6  D. F.  1996  Found-back   172  58  4,90  215  Right 
7 V.  C.  1996  Found-back  161  52  4,80  212  Right 
8 P.  A.  1996  Half-back  155  46  5,20  190  Right 
9  Ş. M.  1996  Half-back  169  52  5,10  205  Left 
10 C.  L.  1996  Half-back  155  40  5,40  185  Right 
11 B.  T.  1996  Half-back  150  40  5,10  182  Right 
12 M.  N.  1996  Half-back  160  42  5,40  182  Right 
13 T.  D.  1996  Half-back  166  44  5,20  195  Right 
14  B. I.  1996  Half-back  173  48  4,80  205  The both 
15 N.  A.  1996  Attack  158  41  5,00  198  Right 
16 M.  R.  1996  Attack  156  43  5,40  185  Right 
17 M.  M.  1996  Attack  172  45  4,70  215  Right 
18 C.  A.  1996  Attack  170  47  4,90  211  The  both 
X+DS       164,44+7,6
4 
48,5+6,77 5,06+0,23 202,5+    13,62  
CV       4,65  13,97  4,63  6,72   
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The year of the 
birth 
The post in 
team 
The waist  The weight 
The speed 
at 30m 
The jump in 
length 
Skilful leg 
1  P. A.  1996  Found-back  177  73  5,20  210  The both   
2  M. R.  1996  Found-back  182  78  4,70  219  Right  
3  N. M  1996  Found-back  156  49  5,1  195  The both 
4  Ş. D.  1996  Found-back  161  55  4,4  220  Right  
5  G. N.   1996  Found-back  179  74  5,0  212  Right 
6 A.  C.  1996  Found-back  155  47  5,1  193  The  both 
7  B. G.  1996  Found-back  175  65  4,5  222  Right  
8 T.  A.  1996  Half-
back 
183 71 4,4  235  The  both 
9  C. I.  1996  Half-back  173  62  4,8  215  Right  
10  F. N.  1996  Half-back  162  54  4,4  220  The both 
11 D.  A.  1996  Half-back  161  51  4,7  210  The  both 
12  T. V.  1996  Half-back  184  73  4,5  230  Right  
13  S. C.  1996  Half-back  159  50  4,7  208  The both 
14  T. G.  1996  Half-back  157  51  4,9  200  The both  
15  C.  C.  1996  Attack   158  50  4,7 205  Right   
16  R. A.  1996  Attack  169  58  4,7  210  The both 
17  B. I.  1996  Attack  175  63  4,5  215  The both 
18  B. V.  1996  Attack   171  62  4,8  207  Right 
X+D
S 
     168,72+10,15 60,33+10,10 4,72+ 0,25  212,55+ 10,95  
CV       6,01  16,74  5,37  5,15   
 
         
Table 3. The values of the team Regional Selection Galaţi (experimental team) at the specific tests 
Dribling through stakes 
followed by shot at goal 
Shot at goal (statical ball) 
 
The shot at goal from 
to centre 
To maintain the ball in air 
time of 1 minute 
No. 
crt 
Initial test  Final test  Initial test  Final test  Initial test  Final test  Initial test  Final test 
1  4 5 3 6 4  5  71  93 
2  5 5 4 6 5  6  55  83 
3  5 6 5 6 5  6  72  92 
4  4 5 3 5 5  6  56  81 
5  6 7 3 6 5  6  54  86 
6  4 5 4 6 5  6  48  69 
7  5 5 5 6 5  7  65  77 
8  5 6 3 5 4  5  71  98 
9  4 5 6 8 5  6  58  86 
10  6 7 5 6 5  6  54  85 
11  6 7 6 7 4  5  48  69 
12  5 7 4 7 5  6  65  77 
13  4            6  3  6  5  6  81  92 
14  4 5 4 6 5  6  75  94 
15  5 5 5 6 5  6  54  85 
16  4 5 3 5 5  7  54  87 
17  5 5 6 8 4  5  46  69 
18  4 5 5 6 5  6  65  75 
X+
DS 
4,72+  0,75  5,61 + 0,85  4,27 + 1,12  6,16 +  0,85  4,77 + 0,42  5,88 + 0,58  60,66 + 10,26  83,22+   9 
CV  15,92  15,14  26,34  13,89  8,95    9,9  16,92   10,81 
T 6,46    10,56    14,57    12,70   
P 0,005    <0,0005    <0,0005   <0,0005   
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Tabel 4 .  The values of the team F.C. Oţelul Galaţi (witness team) at the specific tests 
Dribling through stakes 
followed by shot at goal 
Shot at goal (statical ball) 
 
The shot at goal from 
to centre 
To maintain the ball in 
air time of 1 minute 
No. 
crt 
Initial test  Final test  Initial test  Final test  Initial test  Final test  Initial test  Final test 
1  5 6 3 4 4  5  55  60 
2  4 5 4 3 3  4  44  45 
3  5 6 5 4 4  5  45  50 
4  6 6 3 5 5  6  51  46 
5  5 5 4 5 4  5  61  57 
6  4 6 5 5 4  5  66  68 
7  5 5 5 5 5  4  77  71 
8  3 4 3 5 3  4  66  75 
9  4 4 4 6 4  4  65  73 
10  5 5 3 4 5  4  55  59 
11  4 4 6 4 5  4  67  69 
12  4 3 5 4 4  5  56  51 
13  5           3  4  5  3  3  45  44 
14  6 4 3 5 4  5  54  60 
15  4 5 4 4 3  4  56  66 
16  5 6 5 5 3  3  56  65 
17  3 5 5 5 4  4  76  88 
18  4 5 4 6 4  5  43  41 
X+D
S 






 60,44+  
12,67 
CV  19,04   20,38  22,17     16,43  18,38    17,72   17,86  20,96 
T 1,24    1,69    2,40    2,07   
P >0,05    <0,05    <0,025    <0,05   











Initialtest Finaltest  
Graph 1. The dynamic of the values from Regional Selection Galaţi  













Initialtest Finaltest  
Graph 2. The dynamic of the values from Regional Selection Galaţi at shot at goal (statical ball), at the final test 
comparatively with the initial test 
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t  t Initial test Finaltest  
       Graph 3. The dynamic of the values from Regional Selection Galaţi 
                              at shot at goal from to centre, at the final test comparatively with the initial test 
  














Initial test Finaltest  
         Graph 4. The dynamic of the values from Regional Selection Galaţi 
                        at to maintain the ball in air time of 1 minute, at the final test comparatively with the initial test 
 
3. The statistical comparative analysis between the experimental team and the witness team 
If we compare the results obtain by the two teams, at the test initial and the test final, we can to do 
the next appreciations: 
 
- at the exercice dribling through stakes followed by shot, the players of the team Regional Selection 
Galaţi have a significant improvement of the performances at the final test comparatively with the 
initial test (t= 6,46, p<0,005). The coefficient of variability from the final test (15,14) shows a middle 
omogenity in the frame of the team. The players of the team Oţelul Galaţi don’t made significantly 
progress between the two tests (t=1,24, p>0,05). If we compare the results obtained at the final test 
between the two teams, we observe that the players of the team Regional Selection Galaţi obtained 
significant progresses which are more good at the final test comparatively with the players of the 
team Oţelul Galaţi (t=2,53, p <0,01).  
 
- at the exercice shot at goal, statical ball, we can to observe that the players of the team Regional 
Selection Galaţi obtained significant more good results at the final test (6,16+0,85 face of 4,27+1,12, 
t=10,56 p<0,0005). The coefficient of variability from the final test (13,89) expresses a middle 
omogenity in the frame of the team. The players of the team Oţelul Galaţi don’t made significantly 
progress between the two tests (t=1,69, p>0,05). If we compare the results obtained at the final test 
between the two batchs, we observe that the players of the team Regional Selection Galaţi obtained 
significant progresses which are more good at the final test comparatively with the players of the 
team Oţelul Galaţi (t=5,53, p <0,0005).  
 
- at the exercice shot at goal from to centre, the players of the team Regional Selection Galaţi 
obtained significant more good results at the final test comparatively with the initial test (t= 14,57, 
p<0,005). The coefficient of variability from the final test (9,9) reflects a good omogenity in the 
frame of the team. The players of the team Oţelul Galaţi maded significantly progress between the 
two tests (t=2,40, p<0,05). If we compare the results obtained at the final test between the two 
teams, we observe that the players of the Regional Selection Galaţi have significant results wich are Annals of “Dunarea de Jos” University of Galati  
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more good at the final test comparatively with the players of the team Oţelul Galaţi (t=6,54, 
p<0,0005).  
 
- at the exercice to maintain the ball in air time of 1 minute, we can to establish that at the final test the 
subject if the team Regional Selection Galaţi obtained significant results which are more good 
comparatively with the initial test (83,22+9 face of 60,66+10,26, t=12,70, p<0,0005). The coefficient of 
variability from the final test (10,81) shows a good omogenity in the frame of the team. The players 
of the team Oţelul Galaţi maded significantly progress between the two tests (t=2,07, p<0,05). If we 
compare the results achived at the final test between the two batchs, we observe that the players of 
the team Regional Selection Galaţi obtained significant progresses which are more good at the final 
test comparatively with the players of the team Oţelul Galaţi (t=6,21, p <0,0005).  
 
3. The sporting performance through the optimization of the methodological strategies 
concerning the development of the coordinative qualities   
So, for to develop the coordinative qualities, according to Mircea Rădulescu [9], we can to apply a 
series of exercices of: thinking; coordination; balance; suplece. Concerning the exercices of thinking, 
with a view to develop the coordinative qualities, we can use:          
  the exercices and the games of attention; 
  the exerciţiile for to imitate after order; 
  the training with change of partners;  
  the exercices with theme for ambidextry leg and hand (left-right); 
  the exercices with the binded eyes; 
  the runnings with the back and the changes of direction; 
  the trainings with noisy spectators or in burned conditions;  
  the exercices and the games in which the same person executes the movement and arbitrate;  
  the exercices of dribling with special glasses;   
  the game of football with two simultaneous balls; 
  the biomechanical study of the chinograms; 
  the play man at man sustained time of 3-5 minutes;     
  the jumps over the apparatus of gymnastics, followed by the sleaps through circles with 
landing through turning;  
  the games in numerical inferiority; 
  the dribling through stakes and drawed at little goals;    
  the driving of the ball with the leg and of the second ball on head; 
  the executions of the tactical schemes which are simply or complex;   
  the combined relay-races with moments want rapid solutions;    
  the competitions of touristical orientation; 
  the exercices in different rhythms and with changes at order; 
  the execution of the versus-attack in football;  
  the analysis and the correction of the mistakes for anothers;  
  to note the personal executions and the executions of the colleagues;  
  the running in varied field with the exceedind of the obstacles and the solution of the 
unforeseen moments; 
  the function of leader of play, only the mission for to construct the attacks, without finality; 
  the games of movement which require the memory; 
  to draw from memory of the slalom which it was studied before of to be crossed; 
  the execution of the exercice after he was wholly demonstrated; 
  simultaneous chess for the rapidly thinking and blind games for memory; 
  mental training: the representation of the movement as form, rhythm, direction;  
  to chronometer in thought of the trips of running without, or with obstacles; 
  the education of the anticipation through the exercices of reaction (with the back at wall) or 
with  walls over which the balls pass in a unseen mode. 
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For to exercices of coordination, we have:    
  Runnings: at vale; with the back with the closed eyes; with the hands at back; on revolving in 
reverse sense; over low fences; chronometered runnings.   
  Jumpings: with the ball on place; slalom kind; length, treble; a lot of jumps; with ropes; at the 
elastic nets; with turns at 360-720 of degrees.       
  The throwings with: medicinal ball; weight; disk; javelin; hammer. 
  The exercices with the ball: the driving of the ball with the left and right leg; simultaneous and 
alternative dribling with two balls on place; passes in two with two-three balls in simultaneous 
mode, in circuit; the driving of two balls; football with the ball of lawn tennis or of rugby; 
dribling through stakes; shots of attack with dificult proceedings (turning, plunge, to avoid); 
passes in shuttle; game of football only with the left leg.     
  The exercices of force:  pulley, easy ganters, bands of rubber, exercices with partner. 
  Swimming: free, bras, back, butterfly. 
 
Concerning the exercices of balance, we have:    
  Gymnastics of base: walking and distinct runnings, positions of balance, jumps. 
  Acrobatical gymnastics: turnings, jumps. 
  Medicinal balls: exercices from positions of balance. 
  Exercices with partners: exercices in two, in three, in more many, pyramids. 
  Athletical trials: runnings  30 m, 50 m, 3200 m. 
  Combined relay-races: pass over distinct apparatuses, turnings, jumps. 
  Combined sports: football over net. 
                                    
           In the case of exercices of suplece, we have:    
                
a) for articulations:  
               - Head: sportive gymnastics.    
               - Neck: gymnastics. 
               - Scapulo-humeral: gymnastics of base. 
               - Elbow: gymnastics, throwings from athletism, swimming. 
               - Heand-fist: throwings from athletism, table tennis and law tennis. 
               - Coxo-femural: runnings of fences, jumps from athletism; 
               - Knee: fixed staircase, jumps.  
               - Tibio-tarsian: runnings in water, sand, saw-dust.   
               
b) for musculature:   
               - Neck: sack with sand, elastic strings.  
               - Back: fixed staircase. 
               - Breast: swimming.  
               - Arm: pulley. 
               - Abdomen: medicinal balls, fixed staircase, desks of gymnastics. 
               - Thigh: exercices of running, exercices for to burden. 
               - Shank: exercices of running, exercices for jumps. 
               - The paw of the leg: the start from athletism, jumps on summits, exercices for to burden. 
 
For to touch the sportive performance we must to apply the methodologycal strategies concerning 
the development of the coordinative qualities of the footballers [9].    
           




                                   PERFORMANCE   ---------Æ  THE STRUCTURE OF THE CAPACITY OF PERFORMANCE   
                                                                                 
 
    THE ESTIMATE OF THE CAPACITY OF PERFORMANCE 
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Any performance in football derives from the action in dynamic system of four factors which are 





The capacity of performance in football is the result of the process of perfection of the systems 
which are executors for the footballist, from which make part the byological and psychical system. 
These systems there are maked up of them row from the substystems: morphologycal, 
informational, psychological and decisional. The capacity of performance of the footballist it’s 
tightly binded by the psychical capacity, which cans be defined as a system of particularities, 
states, psycho-behaviour processes which warrants the eficiency of the activity for the player. 







         
 
 




The factors of the capacity of performance in football are classify so: the psychical capacity; the 
driving capacity; somatical type. There are three esential factors which participate at the physical 
activity in football: ambiental, psychological and biological, with distinct weights in the 
determination of the performance, so after which we can observe in the next type:  
   
        Ambiental factors Æ             Physical activity  
 




       The production of the energy 
Æ aerobical and anaerobical 
substratum 
Neuro-musculare functions 
Æ rapidity, force, 
coordination 
   Somatical structure 
      Æ    somato-type, sizes,   
                  composition 
 
If we remain in the sphere of the factors which are favourable, we decide over the next factors: 
 
SKILLS – ATTITUDES – TRAINING – AMBIANCE 
 
The skills represents a physical or psychical quality appreciated under the angle of the efficiency. 
The driving skills are of endogen type and it constitute in an ensemble of predispositions or 
driving potentiality which are fundamental of the man and which it distinguishs face of the 
driving learned skills.  In the psychological literature, the skills are classified in: 
  general skills: inteligence, attention, memory, spirit of observation, „complained against” in 
the achivement of any activity; 
  specific skills: for sport, music, drawing, mathematic, technicque.  
The sportive skills are considerated as skills which make part from the category of the special 
skills: 
     MEMORY 
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  general sportive skills, characteristic for any activity of physical education and sports, hence 
and of the football: the sense of the orientation space-time, the resistence at effort, the 
perception of the movement, balance.  
  specific skills for to practise of the sportive trial.  
 
The conditional skills it development at the first of the puberty and the coordinative skills it 
develop almost in exclusivity in the time of the puberty period. The sportive performance in 
football depends on the skills which are genetical determinated, continued by talent and on a 
superior stage of development, of vocation. In the next table, we can observe the skills involved in 
the frame of the sportive performance from football [8]:  
 
Table 5 
SKILLS INVOLVED IN THE PERFORMANCE FROM FOOTBALL WHICH ARE DETERMINATED 
IN A GENETICAL MODE / DETERMINATED BY ENVIRONMENT 
Somatical: height, weight, somatical type, type of musculare fibre. 
Functional: type of nervous activity wich is superior, vital capacity, consume of O2, endocrin type. 
Biochimical: type of metabolism, capacity of renforcing. 
General driving: capacity of learning, resistance at the disturbing factors, capacity of mobilisation of the 
energy, capacity of physical renforcing. 
Psycho-driving: general coordination, segmental coordination, statical and dynamical balance, body scheme, 
laterality, ambidextry, space-time perception, speed of reaction, repetition and anticipation.  
Driving: speed, resistance, force, mobility.  
Psycho-intellectual: atention, thinking, imagination, memory (each with a lot of qualities).  
Psycho-affective: affective balance, resistance at stress.  
Psycho-volitional: voluntary effort, persevering effort, combativity, resistance at pain. 
   
The skill in footbal, through continuous perfection, becomes talent. The talent in football represents 
the degree of psychical and physical improvement for to obtain a sportive performance high in this 
domain. The vocation in football it’s a optimal interaction between the skills and attitudes face of 
football, in the base of the tendency of self-exceeding. So, the next scheme reflects the ensemble of 
the skills wich drive at performance in football:   
 
  VOCATION   
SKILLS  CAPACITATY OF PERFORMANCE    TALENT 
 
The attitudes – the etimology of the word starts from the french word attitude and it shows the 
type of to be of somebody. These represent often a certain conceptione, a mode of uphold, with 
decision, a certain point of view. The ensemble of the attitudes of the player of football sketchs for 
this the personality, which it manifests with the ocasion of the decisions in the frame of the game, 
as results of the combination of the convictions with external influences.          
 
4. Conclusions: 
If we analyse and interpret the dates from this researche, we can to admit the next conclusions: 
  the comparisons achived between the initial test and final test shows significant progresses  
obtained by the players of the experimental team – Regional Selection Galaţi at all the specific 
exercices tested.  
  the players of the witness team – F.C. Oţelul Galaţi progressed between the two tests only the 
two exercices. 
  the comparisons achived between the final test at the two batchs make evident significant 
progresses materialized by the players of the experimetal team face of the witness team at all 
the specific exercices tested.  
  through the significant improvement of the technical proceedings which are specifically of the 
game of football, we observe it confirmed the hypothesis of the research. 
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